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This is the first time for some years that dedicated Area Notes have appearedfor
China and Tibet and they therefore cover developments over the last two to three
years.

Qonglai Shan
There has been a resurgence in interest in the Qonglai and Daxue Shan in
Szechuan Province, which are relatively easy of access from Chengdu. There
seem to be fewer permit problems than for Tibet, and the area provides
opportunities for climbing of all kinds at the highest levels.

In the Singuniang area, Mick Fowler and Paul Ramsden's epic ascent of
the ice couloir on the N face of Singuniang (6250m) in 2002 was followed
by a second British expedition in the spring of 2004, comprised of Tom
Chamberlain, Dave Evans, Dave Hollinger and Andy Sharpe. Poor
conditions did not allow an ascent of the peak but ascents were made of
Camel East and Camel West, both cSSlOm. Tim Boelter, Jon Otto (US)
Chen Junchi, Chenzi Gang, Kang Hua and Ma Yihua (China) made a
successful ascent of Singuniang in November 2004 by the original 1981
route on the SE ridge.

The nearby Shuang Qiao Gou valley was visited in August 2002 by Naoki
Ohuchi (Japan) and an attempt made on the W face of Niuxim Shan
(4942m). Anne and John Arran (UK) made the fIrst ascent of this peak in
summer 2004 via the N face and W ridge as well as putting up a new route
on Mi Mi Shan (5018m). In the autumn of the previous year Andrej and
Tanja Grmovsek (Slovenia) made impressive ascents of the S face of Tan
Shan (4943m) and the W face of Putala Shan (5428m).

Daxue Shan
Minya Konka (7556m), received an ascent in the Autumn of 2002 by a
French expedition organised by the Groupe Militaire de Haute Montagne.
Antoine de Choudens made a [me solo ascent of the last SOOm ofthe original
1932 route on the NW ridge. The expedition also made ascents of Gomba
(5605m), Nochma (5575m) and Eva Shan (5705m). In the spring of 2003
Andy Cave, Mick Fowler, Neil McAdie, and Simon Nadin (UK) made two
attempts on the NW face of the unclimbed Grosvenor (6376m) but failed
due to poor weather. In the autumn Roger Payne (UK) and Julie-Ann
Clyma (NZ) succeeded in making the fIrst ascent of Grosvenor over a period
of eight days by the NW face and the SW ridge, descending via the E ridge
and S face.
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An attempt in April 2004 on the unclimbed Edgar (6618m) by another
UK team was less successful: Angela Benham, Chris Drinkwater, Titch
Kavanagh and Andrew Phillips were unable to find a safe approach to the
upper part of the mountain. Longemain (6294m) and Daddomain (638Om)
are snow peaks lying on the main ridge between Grosvenor and Minya
Konka. They were climbed for the fIrst time in October 2004 by Jo Kippax
and Sean Waters (NZ). Haizi (5820m), which lies in the northern part of
the Central Daxue Shan, was attempted by Geoff Cohen, Dick Isherwood,
Martin Scott and Bill Thurston (UK) in April 2004 via the NE ridge and
North Peak (5700m) but the team ran out of time on the summit day.

Eastern Tibet
The little known but spectacular Kangri Karpo range has received consid
erable attention in recent years, particularly from Y. Matsumoto and the
JAC Fukuoka section who conducted explorations in 2001, 2002 and 2003,
concentrating on the Mizui valley. John Nankervis' New Zealand expedi
tion in 2001 explored the peaks surro"unding the upper Lhagu Glacier. The
highest peak, Ruoni (6882m) was unsuccessfully attempted in October 2003
by Kazumasa Hirai's nine-strong Kobe University team.

The Jarjinjabo Range was explored for the first time by Tamotsu
N akamura in 2000 and has been the target of two expeditions. In July
2001 Naoki Ohuchi, Eiji Daigo, Yuriko Kowaka and Taizo Yoshida (Japan)
made the fIrst ascent of Jammo Spire (5382m) and were followed in August
2002 by Pete Athans, Robert MacKinlay, Hilarre Nelson, Jared Ogden,
Kasha Rigby, and Mark Synnott (USA) who also ascended the Spire,
together with the large peak to its immediate NE, and also Jarjinjabo's
Son. Neither team climbed the Spire's fInal monolithic block.

In the massif just north of Batang, a Japanese team made the fIrst ascent
of Dangchezhengla (5833m) in June 2002, the summit being reached by
Kiyoaki Miyagawa and Junta Murayama.

South Eastern Tibet
The western (Tibetan) side of the Meili Xue Shan was visited in 2003 by
John Nankervis' New Zealand expedition, which climbed Bungxung Laka
(5877m).

On the border between Tibet and Yunnan, close to the Zhongdian 
Dechen highway, Damien Gildea and Paul Macleman (Australia) attempted
Baimang Shan (5429m) but turned back after a massive avalanche scoured
their proposed route on the E face. This underlines the dangers of this and
the nearby Meili Xue Shan massif, where 17 Japanese climbers were killed
on Kawa Karpo (Kawagebo) by a massive avalanche in January 1991.

Nyenchentangla East
The complex of high peaks lying between Atsa, Nye and the Pasum Lake
have been explored through a number of expeditions in recent years by
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Tamotsu Nakamura (Japan), and John Town (UK), which revealed a wealth
of spectacular unclimbed 6000m peaks. Easiest of access is the N amIa
Karpo group to the east of Basong (Pasum) Lake, where John Nankervis'
New Zealand team made the first attempt on Jieqinnalagabu (6316m) in
2000 via the western edge of the South Face, followed by a US pair in 2002
who attempted the NW spur. This formidable peak was successfully climbed
for the first time in September 2004 by Gabriel Voide (Switzerland) in a
solo ascent of the NW spur. The only other peak so far climbed in the
Namla Karpo group is Peak 6250m, opposite Jieqinnalagabu, by John
Nankervis' expedition. The naming of peaks in this area has suffered by
translation from Tibetan into Chinese and then on into English using Pin
Yin transliteration. There is probably a case for returning to the more
standard and comprehensible direct transliteration of Tibetan used
elsewhere.

Entering from the north, via the Nye Valley, Adam Thomas, Bryan
Godfrey, Phil Amos (UK) and Graham Rowbotham (Canada) suffered
grievous access problems before choosing and attempting Chokporisum
(6359m), reaching c.6000m. The team also circumnavigated the area north
of the Nye Valley.

Well to the NW of the above region lies Sepu Kangri (6956m). Although
it has already been well reported in the Journal, it would be wrong in any
summary not to record the final resolution of a long series of attempts by
Chris Bonington and others in the first ascent by Mark Newcomb's US
team in October 2002.

Nyenchentangla West
In September 2002, John Anderson, Russell Luker and Bob Stewart (UK)
attempted Samdain Kangsan (6590m), which lies in a prominent position
at the northern end of the western Nyenchentangla. They reached a height
of 6400m on the SE ridge before being turned back by unstable snow
conditions. This peak may have been climbed by a Chinese expedition in
200 1 via the NE ridge.

As well as applying to the range as a whole, the name Nyanchen Tangla
is also given to its highest peaks, which lie NW of the town of Yanpachen.
Nyenchentangla South East, also known as Nyenchentangla ill (7046m),
is the remaining unclimbed peak of Nyenchentangla and was climbed in
Spring 2002 by Erich and Stefan Gatt (Austria). They diverted -from the
route of their commercial expedition, which made an ascent of Nyenchen
tangla Central (71 17m), to climb the South East Peak via its SW ridge and
then descend via the NW ridge.

In September 2000 Christian Haas, Erich Gatt and Hansjoerg Pfaundler
(Austria) visited the Lan Puk valley which is situated not far to the south of
the Nyanchen Tangla peaks, above Yanpachen. They made the first ascents
of Sir Duk (6653m), via the S face; Yarlung Ri (6256m), via the SE ridge;
and Chorten Garpo (6415m), climbed first by the SSE flank and W ridge
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and then repeated solo via the S ridge. This area can be reached from Lhasa
in half a day and contains numerous unclimbed 6000m peaks.

John Town, Derek Buckle, and Martin and Alasdair Scott (UK) visited
in September 2003 to attempt Beu-tse (6270m), which is situated in a small
glaciated group facing the Nyanchen Tangla across the Yanpachen Valley.
They succeeded in making the first ascent via the NW face and N ridge.

Himalaya
In the Lunana Rimal, on central Tibet's border with Bhutan, Nam Yong
Ro, Li Fua Fun, Li Ji Ryue, Chuen Oir and Kim Ze Yong (Korea) made
the first ascent of Kangphu Gang (a.k.a Shimo Kangri) (7204m) in
September 2002 via the southern face of the SW ridge and the final section
of the ridge itself.

Further west, in the spring of 2004, Roger Payne (UK) and Julie-Ann
Clyma (NZ) succeeded in their attempt on Chomolhari (7326m). After
first attempting the NW ridge, they turned their attentions in the last few
days to the S ridge and SE flank, reaching the summit on 7 May.

In the Everest Region, in May 2002, Mike Bearzi and Bruce Miller (USA)
made the first successful ascent from the north of Ngozumpa Kang 11
(7743m) but sadly Bearzi was killed on the descent. In the same area two
successful ascents of Hungchi (7036m) were made from the Nepalese side
in Spring 2003, but in the autumn Masakatsu Nakamura's Nagano
expedition were turned back at 6800m on their attempt from the north.

A number of recent expeditions have vied for the prize of the first winter
ascent of Shisha Pangma (8027m). In November 2003 Victor Saunders
and Andy Parkin were driven back from 6500m on the Corredor Girona on
the SW face. In January 2004, Piotr Morawski, Jan Szulc, Darek Zaluski
(Poland) and Simone Moro (Italy) reached nOOm after climbing the SW
face by the above route. Next to come, the following season, was Jean
Christophe Lafaille (France), who reached the summit via a variant on the
original British route on 11 December 2004, which technically falls within
the Chinese winter season. Opinion, however, seems to be that proper
winter conditions are not established until January, when Moro returned
with Morawski, Szulc, Zaluski and Jacek Jawien. The team followed a
new line on the SW face, reaching the summit on 14 January.

Kaqur Kangri (6859), in the Ronglai Kangri area, which lies north of
the Kanjiroba Rimal, was climbed for the first time in September 2004 via
the E ridge and East Peak by a Japanese expedition led by Toyoji Wada.

West Tibet
In September 2004, an expedition consisting of John Town, Derek Buckle,
Martin Scott (UK) and Toto Gronlund (Finland) made the first exploration
of the isolated Nganglong Kangri group in W Tibet (81°00'E 32°49'N),
making the first ascent of the highest peak Nganglong Kangri I , known to
locals as Kang Ngolok (6710m) by the SE face, and Nganglong Kangri I
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East (6595m) by the SE ridge. The group lies about 40 km N of the Northern
Highway and the town of Gegye.

In 2003 Janne Corax and Nadine Saulnier (Sweden) made the first
unsupported crossing of the Chan Tang from north to south in modern
times. This extraordinary effort took a total of 46 days covering over 1000
km of virtually uninhabited country.

Chinese Pamirs
In 2003 a six-strong Russian expedition, led by Andrei Lebedev made an
impressive crossing of the southern section of the Chinese Pamirs, passing
the Kongur massif, crossing a number of high passes between Shindi and
Gez. En route they climbed Peak 5430m and Nikolaev (5975m). Also in
2003, Pete Lardy, Chad McFadden and Tom McMillan (USA) made a new
route Golden Eye on the W Slope of Muztagh Ata (7546m), descending on
ski and snowboard.

In 2004 three Russian teams successfully completed routes on the northern
side of Kongur (7719m). Valeri Shamalo's St Petersburg group reached
the summit on 9 August via the N face. On the 18th and 19th, V Kagan,
V Kulbachenko, V Legkih, A Medvedev, A Petrov and V Odohovsky from
Yuri HokWov's large Moscow expedition were successful via a new route
on the north ridge. V Arkhipov, A Mikhalitsin and S Filatov, from the
Krasnoyarsk team led by Nikolai Zakharov, summited on 23 August by the
same route.

Tien Shan
In July 2004 a Russian team consisting of Anatoli Dzhuli, David Lehtman,
Vladimir Leonenko, Yuri Strubtsov, Alexei Kirienko and Ilya Mikhalev
visited the Chinese side of the Central Tien Shan with the aim of completing
a new route on Army Topographer's Peak (6873m) which lies close to
Peak Pobeda/Tomur. Instead, they completed an epic 13 day traverse of
the previously unclimbed Kashkar Peak (6435m) including 5 days sitting
out bad weather.

Sources: Mountain Info I Climb Magazine, American Alpine Journal, internet and
personal communication.
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